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Summary
• This is
• Science optimization exercise to explore optimum
instrumental configuration.
• With cost cap.
• Optimum configurations for different science goals.
• Exploration of diminishing return.

• This is NOT costing exercise – costing is an area we
need more study
• Looked at r, Neff, mn, and kSZ.
• For large aperture configurations (lknee =100):
• Aperture size of 4-6m is optimum, but broad.

• For hybrid configurations (lknee =40/500):

• Optimum aperture size is >4m, broad up to ~10m.

Large aperture only: one type of telescopes look at all angular scales (degree to arcmin)
Hybrid: combines small (for degree-scale) and large aperture (for arcmin)

BUT, many questions and pointers to think about for system design2

Science Requirements

Instrument Requirements

ID

Title

Description

ID

Title

Description

SR-1

r=T/S

s(r)=0.001

IR-1

Band definitions

Bands are: 22GHz (df=8GHz), 29GHz, …

SR-2

Neff

s=0.02

IR-2

Array sensitivity

For each bands: ?? uKrtS, …

SR-4

tSZ

Find ?? SZ clusters

IR-3

SR-5

lensing

Measure lensing spectra at S/N=???

Pol. beam leakage
systematics

Low res: dipole < ??%, quadrupole<??%,
…
High res: dipole < ??%, …

IR-4

Pol. Ground
pickup

<?? dB

IR-5

Total power
consumption

?? kW for large aperture.
?? kW for small aperture.

IR-6

Sub-K load

?? uW for 100mK stage, ?? uW for 1K
stage

IR-7

PTC load

?? mW for 4K stage, ?? W for 50K stage

IR-8

Sub-K stability

?? nKrtS, fknee<??mHz

IR-9

4K/50K stability

?? mKrtS, fknee<??mHz

IR-10

Total weight

??? ton for large aperture

IR-11

Duty cycle

??%

IR-12

Data link

??GB/s

…

Measurement Requirements

ID

Title

Description

Trace

MR1

# bands
Low res

3 bands f<40GHz, 2 bands 95-150,
2 bands f>200GHz

SR-1

MR2

# bands
High res

2 bands 95-150GHz, 1 band
f<200GHz

SR-1-5

MR3

angular
resolution

FWHM<60’ or ell range of …
FWHM<2’ or ell range of …

SR-1-5

MR5

Sensitivity

Map depth of ?? for ell range of …

SR-1

MR6

Pol.
Systematic
s

Systematics in 2pt power below
statistical errors 50<l<5000

SR-1-3

MR7

T 1/f noise

1/f knee in TT at l=1000

SR-4

MR8

Calibration

Responsivity better than ??%

SR-1

…

…

Many of the numbers are likely unknown at first.
It is more important to enumerate those than to fill all the
numbers for now.
Also, the requirement can go both ways.
(e.g., total weight; can also be “concrete pad for ??-ton”)
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Instrument / cost model
+ Forecasting tool
• Trade-offs with cost cap, e.g.,
• Bigger telescope  Less detector
• $ one pixel at 40GHz > $ one pixel at 150GHz

• Forecasting tool as a merit function

Telescope instrument model

Telescope cost model
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~50M raw cost.
2.5 years of observation

Configurations

Fixed large telescope aperture

LF: 21/29/40 GHz
MF: 95/150 GHz
HF: 220/270 GHz

Scaled large telescope aperture5

Example: s vs. aperture size
for a fixed total cost
s(r) vs. aperture

Minimum ~4m. Shallow and good up to ~6m.

s(Neff) vs. aperture

Saturated ~4m
6

Cost and its impact

Telescope assumption:
Throughput ½ of Niemack et. al. (2016), but
several times more than current instruments
NOTE: cost assumptions are crucial.

Higher throughput telescopes
 More detectors
 Better science reach
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LF: 21/29/40 GHz
MF: 95/150 GHz
HF: 220/270 GHz

Frequency Balance
Large aperture-b

More LF

Large aperture-a

r
More HF

Neff
Broad optimum. We take MF/LF=20~100, MF/HF~2.

Neff wants more LF, unless LF has larger aperture size.
Do we need LF for Neff?
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Frequency / system consideration
“Cost” per pixel?
• Detector cost  wafer count   N l2 / N = l2
• Readout cost  number of channels  N/N = const.
• Telescope cost  (Per-telescope cost)  Ntel / N
•
•
•
•

Per-telescope cost  D1.8
Ntel  N l2 / (Available focal plane)
Available focal plane  l2 (D/l)0.5
Telescope cost  D1.3 l0.5
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~50M raw cost.
2.5 years of observation

Configurations

Fixed large telescope aperture
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Scaled large telescope aperture

Hybrid configuration

Broader system consideration
• How do we relate this to
other science goals?
• How the other science scale
as sensitivity?
• How do we split two (wide
vs. deep) observations?
Broad optimum: 20% – 70%.
We pick 50%/50% for fiducial.
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Strawperson 1: 6m, large aperture
(~200k detectors, but can scale)
With an assumption of ℓ𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑒 = 100

Combining 2.5year @ fsky=5%, and 2.5year @ fsky=50%:

Should we decrease LF channels?  Synchrotron foregrounds complexity?
Even for hybrid scenario, can we use LF here for large angular scale measurements?
Or do we want dedicated LF “small aperture” design?
Can HF channels be made really in this density?
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Strawperson 1: 6m, large aperture
(~200k detectors, but can scale)

•
•
•
•

Where does significant cost come from?
Where should we revisit our cost estimate?
Where should we invest R&D effort to improve the cost?
Where should we revisit our science requirement to see if
things can be re-optimized?
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Strawperson 2: hybrid 6m+0.5m
(~200k detectors, but can scale)
Small aperture part (to be added to half of strawperson 1)

Combining 2.5year @ fsky=5%, and 2.5year @ fsky=50%:

Should the LF small aperture look the same as higher frequencies?
Do we really need LF small aperture?
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Conclusion
• Framework to optimize overall instrumental
configurations
• Connection of science and instrumental
configurations
• Optimum is broad, and aperture size of 4~6m is a
good number.
• Iteration over the model needed.
• What’s expensive? Which part of the costing has large
uncertainty?
• Which part of the instrumental configuration requires
more thoughts? (e.g., LF instruments)
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Forecasting tool
• J. Errard, S. Feeny, et. al. (2016)
• Foregrounds + delensing Fischer code.
• Foregrounds are nominal power law sync + gray body
dust.

• 1/f noise:
• Sensitivity

𝛼𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑒 = 3
ℓ𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑒 = 100 (large aperture)
ℓ𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑒 = 40/500 (hybrid)

𝑌 = 85%
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Hybrid configuration
Frequency Balance
Hybrid-b

More LF

Hybrid-a

More HF

Broad optimum. We take MF/LF=20~100, MF/HF~2.
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Survey strategy: s(r) vs. fsky

More delensing capability  Smaller fsky.
However, Blake and Yuji found it to be slower than Knox formula.
Small aperture only: prefer large sky size to beat the lensing sample variance.
Hybrid: between the large aperture only and small aperture only.
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Diminishing return
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Hybrid configuration
s(r) vs. aperture

Error on r is not heavily dependent on aperture.
It does not degrade much at large aperture anymore.
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